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Fast, efficient and
environmentally friendly
energy storage without
any loss in performance
INTRODUCTION
The energy transition technology of tomorrow is here. Fast, efficient
and environmentally friendly, NAWATechnologies’ pioneering
innovations usher in a completely new way of harnessing and
harvesting electricity.
Using carbon as our material of choice, combined with cutting edge
nanotechnology, NAWA brings new possibilities to the world of energy
storage. With our Ultra Fast Carbon Electrodes, we have completely
disrupted the design of electrodes and energy storage technology, setting
new standards for electric, thermal and ionic conductivity.
Thanks to this innovation, NAWA offers a range of Ultra Fast Carbon
Batteries (UFCB) based on this revolutionary electrode technology. Capable
of charging and discharging in seconds over one million times without any
loss in performance, and able to operate in extremes of temperature, the
UFCB also offers more power and energy than existing ultracapacitors,
bridging the gap between ultracapacitors and lithium-ion cells.
Set to transform entire industries, from industry 4.0 to IOT, automotive
to aerospace and even microelectronics to smart grids, this exciting new
product is entering mass production at NAWA’s base in the south of France.
As well as being high performance, it is also clean. Because carbon is
abundant, accessible and naturally occurring, the environmental impact of
our manufacturing process is minimized and the life cycle of our products
maximized through re-use, recovery and recycling.
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SPEED

GREEN

LONG LIFE

100X

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY MATERIAL

1000X

NAWATechnologies - ULTRA FAST CARBON BATTERY
VERTICALLY ALIGNED
CARBON NANOTUBES
LOW INTERNAL RESISTANCE,
HIGHER FREQUENCY CAPABILITIES,
FASTER RECHARGING
PIONEERING
NANO-MANUFACTURING
PROCESS

At the heart of NAWA’s innovation – and the key to its nextgeneration energy storage – is a very special material: the vertically
aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT).
Grown under specific controlled conditions pioneered by NAWA, these
nanotubes are fine hair-like strands, each one standing on its end,
incredibly thin yet incredibly long, making up a highly dense carpet.
To this, NAWA can apply coatings that dramatically increase the
structure’s energy density. By maximising the specific surface area
available for the distribution of electrical charges (ions), more electricity
can be stored more quickly.
Essentially, NAWA’s VACNT are the most conductive electrodes in the
world, combining higher electrical and thermal conductivity (1000 times
higher than powders) and ionic conductivity (ten times higher than
in disordered powders) thanks to nano-confined straight channels in
between the nanotubes.

MIXTURE OF CARBON AND
GRAPHENE WITH A UNIQUE
COATING
CAPABLE OF CHARGING AND DISCHARGING
IN MILLISECONDS TO 5 SECONDS FOR UP TO
ONE MILLION CYCLES
CAPABLE OF BEING GROWN IN DIAMETERS OF
4-20 NANOMETERS AND LENGTHS OF 5-MANY
HUNDREDS OF MICROMETERS

100-1000X
MORE CONDUCTIVE
(ELECTRICALLY AND THERMALLY)
THAN EXISTING ULTRA
CAPACITORS AND 10X GREATER
IONIC CONDUCTIVITY

The VACNT is a unique multifunctional material that has outstanding
electrical, thermal, optical, ionic and fluidic properties. VACNT opens the
door to numerous possibilities from new battery technologies to highly
efficient thermal interface materials to yarns or wires, to name just a few.
This exceptionally high performing new material forms the basis of our
Ultra Fast Carbon Electrode – and our entire range of energy storage
products such as our Ultra Fast Carbon Battery.
These products can withstand the harshest conditions, from high and
low temperatures to salty environments, yet suffer none of the thermal
runaway problems associated with conventional batteries, making them
safe and long lasting.

VACNT:
STRAIGHT,
NARROW,
EASY ACCESS

ACTIVATED CARBON
CAN BE TORTUOUS
AND CUMBERSOME
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TECHNOLOGY

The Ultra Fast Carbon Electrode is a technology
platform compatible with all kinds of chemistries from
capacitors, ultracapacitors, batteries end even fuel cells
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OUR PRODUCT RANGE: INTRODUCING NAWACAP
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NAWATechnologies is launching and developing a range of Ultra
Fast Carbon batteries that bridge the gap between the world of
ultracapacitors and that of conventional batteries with energy
density that will range between 6 Wh/kg today to 30 Wh/kg in the
near future. The first of which is a High Power Ultracapacitor, called
NAWACap Power with a Power density (20-100 kW/kg) to address
applications associated with electrical current needs.
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Capacitance

1F

30 F

100 F

ESR @ 1kHz

23 mΩ

0.92 mΩ

0.23 mΩ

ESR @ DC

55 mΩ

1.83 mΩ

0.55 mΩ

Rated voltage

2.7 V

Temperature range

-40°C to 70°C

Max leakage at 25°C

5μA

Maximum voltage

2.85V

DC lifetime at 70°C

2000

Cycle life at 25°C

> 500,000

Shelf life

4 years

In terms of usage, these Ultra Fast Carbon Batteries transform the
popular notion that electricity storage is slow, inefficient and limited. Each
Ultra Fast Carbon Battery can be charged in seconds across more than
one million cycles, storing 100 times more energy than equivalent lithium
or lead batteries throughout its service life.
By modulating the coating, NAWACAP ultracapacitors can be tuned for
power or energy. For instance, NAWACAP POWER boasts ten times more
power than existing technology and an ESR (Equivalent Serial Resistance)
more than 10 times lower than competitors, with improved temperature
and frequency behaviour. NAWACAP ENERGY, which is currently under
development, will offer three-to-five times greater energy density than
existing ultracapacitors, while retaining the similar power characteristics.
NAWA is also working on several other products, including capacitors,
lithium-capacitors and lithium-ion batteries that use VACNT electrodes.
The use of VACNT electrodes in batteries offers a variety of substantial
benefits, simultaneously increasing a battery’s power, energy and safety,
while also extending its lifetime.
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By modulating the
coating, NAWACAP
ultracapacitors can
be tuned for power
or energy.

NAWA’s Ultra Fast Carbon Electrode can be charged
in seconds across more than one million cycles, storing
100 times more energy than equivalent lithium or lead
batteries throughout its service life.
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From power tools and
vehicles to smart grids,
aerospace and even
space
THE KEY MARKETS
NAWATechnologies’ new Ultra Fast Carbon Batteries have multiple
uses, from the power tool and manufacturing sectors to automotive
and commercial vehicle markets, within the Internet-of-Things and
sensor sectors as well as playing a key role in managing energy flow
within a smart grid, to aerospace and even space.
The key to the technology’s diverse applications is partly thanks to a
much lower total cost of ownership, due to increased service life and
fewer required replacements. The system also significantly reduces the
size and weight of a device’s energy storage system when compared to a
conventional battery.
In the short term, NAWATechnologies’ new Ultra Fast Carbon Batteries
offer two major solutions. As replacements for existing ultracapacitors,
they enable faster charging of electricity. When combined with existing
lithium-ion batteries – which boast greater energy density – or hydrogen
fuel cells – that are not capable of harvesting energy at all – they can
provide more power and extend a product’s lifetime.
In the long term, the possibilities offered by NAWATechnologies’ Ultra
Fast Carbon Battery could enable the company to develop hybrid
ultracapacitor cells. With energy densities approaching those of lead
acid batteries but with much faster charging times, these cells would
lower overall battery pack weight and extend service life, ideal for use in
automotive, wider mobility and renewable energy sectors.
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THE PATH TO MASS PRODUCTION
It’s one thing to pioneer an entirely new type of material, quite
another to produce it in large numbers. But NAWATechnologies is
doing just that and making this technology available to industry.
In the five years since the first round of funding, we have stabilised the
chemical configuration for ultracapacitors, a process that would otherwise
have taken 10-20 years. We have rapidly scaled-up production of VACNT
by a factor of more than 1,000, from batches of a few square centimetres
in a lab to hundreds of thousands of square meters a year.
We are now scaling up to mass production, with new equipment capable
of producing millions of cells annually, ready to meet the rapidly growing
demand while reducing the need for mining rare earth metals and
increasing rehabilitation and recycling

The global market for
ultracapacitors alone is
estimated to grow
to €2-3bn in 2023
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That is thanks to our patented and proprietary way of manufacturing
VACNT in a single step roll-to-roll CVD process at unprecedented
throughput rates and low cost. What’s more, NAWA can grow VACNT
on a number of different substrates from aluminium to copper to carbon
fibre composite structures.
Today’s global market for ultracapacitors is worth around €500m and estimated to grow to €2-3bn in 2023. This is complemented by applications
in the €20bn capacitor market, as well as cathode and anode substitutes
in lithium-ion cells – equivalent to 22% of the €42.3bn lithium-ion battery
market. With NAWA’s first products expected to be delivered in 2020, we
are ideally positioned to take advantage of increased demand for several
key energy storage technologies.
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ULRIK GRAPE – CEO

THE NAWATEAM

Ulrik has over 20 years’ experience in startup lithium-ion battery companies.
Previously EVP of solid-state battery company SEEO in California, Ulrik was
CEO of EnerDel and EVP at Danionics two of the early leaders in lithium-ion
batteries. He has worked with OEMs including Volvo Cars, Think, VanHool,
Compaq, Apple and Sagem.

PASCAL BOULANGER – COO, CTO and founder

Pascal spent 20 years at the CEA (French Atomic and Alternative Energies
Organisation), working across nuclear energy, solar photovoltaics and smart
grids. In 2013 he spun NAWA off from the CEA after his team showed that
nanomaterials could be made at scale and to competitive cost. He holds a
PhD in physics from Orsay University and an MBA from HEC Paris.

LUDOVIC EVEILLARD – Vice President Sales & Marketing and Founder
Ludovic applies his extensive commercial experience to make
NAWATechnologies a major presence on the international market. He has
held various operational roles in the technology industrial sector for 20
years, including at Honeywell, and holds a PhD in Nuclear Physics from the
Ecole Polytechnique and an MBA from HEC.

VÉRONIQUE GAY – General Secretary

Véronique brings 18 years of experience in the various fields of Business
Management and has worked for companies including Deloitte. As
General Secretary, Véronique is in charge of financial services, HR, legal,
CSR and facilities management.

NAWA has an extremely talented and committed team
of employees with a diverse range of backgrounds,
including extensive R&D and manufacturing experience.

STEPHANE COLETTI – Head of Manufacturing
Stéphane leads our production activities, from electrode manufacturing to
cell assembly. He brings over 20 years’ experience from microelectronics
and photovoltaic sectors, including SOITEC, ATMEL, NEXCIS. He has an
engineering degree from Ingénieur Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Physique
de Grenoble (ENSPG).
HARALD HAUF – Product Manager

Harald is in charge of defining and designing new products: from the
analysis of market needs to the marketing of the finished product. He
brings his process knowledge and rigour acquired over 23 years in the
semiconductor and solar photovoltaic industry.
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C/O STMicroelectronics Rousset
190, Avenue Célestin Coq
Zone Industrielle
13106 Rousset Cedex – FRANCE
+33 695 200 201
contact@nawatechnologies.com
www.nawatechnologies.com
Sales
+33 682 459 913
sales@nawatechnologies.com
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